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Purpose:Weproposeandevaluate themodificationsof a light sword lens (LSL) toobtain
better performance for distance vision while maintaining good operation for near and
intermediate vision.

Methods: The modifications consisted of assigning angular or circular windows for
distance vision while rescaling the LSL profile in the remaining area of the element. The
objective performance of the redesigned LSLs was verified numerically by the Strehl
ratio and experimentally using correlation coefficients and Michelson contrast. Subjec-
tive assessments were provided bymonocular visual acuity (VA) and contrast sensitivity
(CS) through-focus curves for six patients with paralyzed accommodation. The tested
object vergence range was [–4.0, 0.0] diopters (D). All experiments were conducted in a
custom-made monocular visual simulator.

Results: Computational simulations and objective experiments confirmed the better
performance of the modified LSL for the imaging of distant objects. The proposed
angular and radial modulations resulted in flat VA and CS through-focus curves, indicat-
ing more uniform quality of vision with clearly improved distance vision. The VA
provided by the modified LSL profiles showed a maximal improvement of 1.5 lines of
acuity with respect to the VA provided by the conventional LSL at distance vision.

Conclusions:Optimized LSLs provide better imaging of distant objects while maintain-
ing a large depth of focus. This results in comparable and acceptable quality for distance,
intermediate, and near vision. Therefore, the modified LSLs appear to be promising
presbyopia correctors.

Translational Relevance: The new design of LSL reveals an improved performance for
all ranges of vision and becomes a promissory element for a real presbyopia correction
in clinical applications.

Introduction

The accommodative amplitude of the human eye
progressively decreases with age. This decrease extends
from early adolescence to middle adulthood at an
average rate of 0.23 diopters (D) per year. The accom-
modative amplitude reaches its lowest value (approx-
imately 1.00 D) at 55 years of age, and it remains
almost constant throughout the remaining old age.1
This degradation leads to a visual condition known
as presbyopia, which is a common refractive pathol-

ogy that affects a large part of the global popula-
tion. In 2015, approximately 1.8 billion people had
this condition, and it is estimated that 2.1 billion
people will develop this condition by 2030.2 This
increase in the number of presbyopic people is expected
because life expectancy is currently rising. This incre-
ment is evidenced in a similar manner in developed and
undeveloped countries, and the population is socially
and economically affected. It has been reported that a
large percentage of the total global presbyopic popula-
tion does not use any kind of correction or employs
inadequate correction methods.2,3 This issue about
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the visual impairment of the global population had
motivated the study and development of mechanisms
for the correction of presbyopia, which is a problem
that requires attention worldwide.

According to the work of Charman,4 the ideal
correction of presbyopia requires a mechanism or
method that must achieve the following features:
“capable of restoring to pre-presbyopic levels the
dioptric range within which accurate focus can be
smoothly and rapidly achieved. It should also be
able to maintain this range throughout the remain-
ing decades of the life of the individual, without
any further intervention, with the eye always being
emmetropic at the lower end of the range.” Currently,
there are several approaches for correcting presby-
opia, including surgical procedures,5 pharmacologi-
cal proposals,6,7 perceptual training,8 accommodative
lenses,9 and optical methods.10–12 Even though a large
number of approaches have been proposed, evalu-
ated, and implemented, there is not generic and satis-
factory solution for the compensation of presbyopia
that achieves the requirements of an ideal correction
method.

Currently, a common method of correcting presby-
opia is denominated modified monovision.13 This
approach consists of the correction of both eyes by the
addition of different optical powers, that is, one eye is
corrected for near (and/or intermediate) vision and the
other for distance vision. These kinds of corrections are
typically performed using contact lenses or intraocu-
lar lenses. Commonly used contact lenses have multi-
focal profiles and extended depth of focus (EDOF)
profiles.10,14,15 However, the profiles of contact lenses
are frequently refractive with optical power distributed
in central and annular zones, which leads to the
undesirable dependence of lens performance on pupil
size. For this reason, intraocular lenses are used more
frequently when monovision is applied.16,17 Intraocu-
lar lenses can be monofocal or multifocal. They allow
for the simultaneous imaging of one or more images
on the retina, each corresponding to a defined obser-
vation distance. Common multifocal lenses are bifocal
or trifocal, and they can be refractive or diffractive.
Diffractive lenses have the advantage that their perfor-
mance does not depend strongly on pupil size.18 In
general, two methods are used in the design of multi-
focal optical elements with added optical power. First,
the optical power of the lens is radially distributed;
that is, the optical power varies with the distance from
the center to the edge of the lens. This results in a
strong performance dependence of the elements on
the pupil size; this is the most used method currently.
In the second method, the distribution of the optical
power depends on the angular and radial coordinates

simultaneously. Unlike the first method, the perfor-
mance of the second method is theoretically indepen-
dent of the pupil size.19 Several recent works have
studied the differences between both types of optical
elements, and they have demonstrated that the angular
elements provided better optical quality than those
with the radial distribution of optical power.19,20 A
recent work compared the optical quality of multifocal
optical elements for application in modified monovi-
sion. It reported an advantage of bifocal and trifo-
cal angularly segmented elements over elements with
radial dependence of the added optical power and
over elements with the addition of spherical aberra-
tions. This implies that the combination of multifo-
cal elements with angular distribution of optical power
and monovision can enhance the optical performance
of elements for presbyopia correction.21,22

In the past, intraocular lenses that provide an
EDOF of a complete eye–lens system have been
proposed.17 These designs are based on the idea that
sharp images are maintained on the retina in an
approximately continuous range of object distances.
The addition of optical power is continuous across
these lenses, which provides suitable performance in an
extended range of distances.23,24

A few specific optical elements that could be
included in the category of lenses that provide an
EDOF are axicons,25 single peacock eye optical
elements,26,27 and light sword lenses (LSLs).20,28,29
Among these, only LSLs have been studied in subjec-
tive experiments or in initial clinical studies for presby-
opia compensation.29,30 An LSL is an asymmetric
element with angular variation in the optical power
across the complete pupil. To obtain this variation, the
element is divided into infinitesimal angular sectors,
each with different additions of optical power.20
According to this, the performance of LSLs does not
substantially depend on pupil size,31,32 which is an
advantage with respect to several refractive symmetric
profiles of intraocular lenses that are currently used.
In a previous study, it was found that LSLs provide
satisfactory visual quality in the range of the designed
optical power, and their performance declines at the
lower and upper ends of this range.29 It was shown
that an LSL designed with the continuous addition
of optical power in a range of [0.0, +3.0] D provides
appropriate correction for near and intermediate vision
(from−2.7 to−0.5D). However, its performance is not
sufficient for both near vision at −3.0 D and distance
vision (0.0 D). In distance vision, the decline in correc-
tion has been quantified as almost 2.0 lines of acuity
compared to the distance-corrected naked eye.29 This
issue represents the major drawback of LSLs with
respect to othermethods for presbyopia correction. For
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this reason, the issue must be overcome to achieve the
actual application of LSLs.

The asymmetric profile of LSL design causes a
radially asymmetrical point spread function (PSF).
This asymmetry, along with the blur produced by the
superimposition of out-of-focus images and a sharp
image, can affect the performance of LSLs in a different
manner compared to conventional symmetric PSFs.
According to Wolffsohn and Davies,13 the presence of
blur can affect the contrast sensitivity (CS) provided
by an LSL. In a recent study, the CS provided by an
LSL designed in the form of a refractive lens was evalu-
ated.30 It was found that the CS is acceptable for object
vergences of 0.3 D and 2.5 D. However, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the complete range of object vergences
(from 33 cm to infinity) to obtain a complete evaluation
of the contrast properties offered by an LSL element
and the differentmodifiedLSLprofiles proposed in this
work.

In this study, we optimize the transmittance
function that defines the phase profile of an LSL to
improve the performance of the LSL at distance vision.
Our optimization consists of assigning an area of the
optical element corresponding only to distance vision
and rescaling the profile in the remaining area of the
element. The optimization process is developed and
evaluated in three stages, i.e., computational simula-
tions, optical bench experiments, and psychophysical
measurements; the last one consists of the examination
of the visual acuity (VA) and CS provided by the LSL
and the proposed modified LSL profiles. This study
attempts to evaluate the optimized LSLs as elements
for correcting presbyopia in the complete range of
functional vision.

Methods

Modified Transmittance Functions of the LSL

The LSL provides an angular modulation of optical
power for generating an EDOF. This modulation is
continuous, with different infinitesimal angular sectors
contributing linearly to different optical powers.20,29,30
The phase transmittance function that describes this
LSL phase profile is expressed as follows:

ϕ (r, θ ) = Pmaxr2 (θ )
4π

, (1)

where r and θ are polar coordinates and Pmax denotes
the maximum optical power addition in a range of
[0, Pmax]. Henceforth, this phase profile will be referred
to as the conventional LSL profile. The profile defined
by this function has not shown appropriate visual

performance corresponding to distance vision.29,30
Therefore, by utilizing the focusing geometry of the
LSL, it is necessary to propose the modifications of the
above conventional transmittance function to enhance
distant vision.

The first modification of the conventional transmit-
tance function is carried out by considering that the
focusing geometry of the LSL allows for the selec-
tion of a desired optical power and for the reinforce-
ment of the LSL performance by enlarging the size of
the corresponding angular sector. Thus, the modifica-
tion consists of assigning an angular window with zero
optical power, while themodulation of optical power in
a range of (0, Pmax] is rearranged within the remaining
area of the element (see the first row of Fig. 1). There-
fore, the new phase transmittance function obtained in
this manner is given by the following equation:

ϕ (r, θ, β ) =
{

0, θ < β
Pmaxr2(θ−β )
2(2π−β ) , β ≤ θ ≤ 2π,

(2)

where β is the size of the angular window, and
the remaining variables are the same as those in
Equation 1. Henceforth, the phase profiles obtained
through this angular modification will be referred to as
aLSL profiles.

The second method of obtaining a modified LSL is
to substitute the above angular window by a central
circular window with zero optical power, while the
conventional profile is rearranged in the remaining
annular zone (see the second row in Fig. 1). The
phase transmittance function obtained in this manner
is expressed by the following equation:

ϕ (r, θ, α) (3)

=
{

0, r ≤ αR;
Pmaxθ(r2−(αR)2)

4π(1−α2) , αR < r ≤ R

where α is the fraction of the LSL’s radius, R, assigned
to the circular window (with 0≤ α < 1). The remaining
variables are the same as those in Equation 1. Hence-
forth, the phase profiles obtained through this radial
modification will be referred to as rLSL profiles.

The aim of the present work is to study the modified
LSLs to obtain suitable profiles (determined by β or
α values) that would provide better distance vision
without considerable decline in near and intermediate
vision, as compared to the performance of the conven-
tional LSL profile.

Eight modified LSL profiles were proposed and
tested. There were four LSL profiles corresponding to
angular modifications with windows sizes of 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90° (parameter β in Equation 2) and four LSL
profiles with radial modifications corresponding to α
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Figure 1. Top row: angularly modified LSL (aLSL) profiles. Bottom row: radially modified LSL (rLSL) profiles. The gray scale of the images
denotes the wrapped phase transmittance of each element.

values of 0.25, 0.30, 0.36, and 0.40 (see Equation 3).
The phase profiles of the evaluated elements are shown
in Figure 1, with their corresponding window sizes.
All LSL profiles had Pmax = +3.0 D, which provided
modulation in an optical power range of [0.0, +3.0] D.

Computational Simulations

Fourier optics was used for simulating the perfor-
mance of the modified LSL profiles. The Strehl ratio
computed in the frequency domain (SRMTF) using
a modulation transfer function (MTF) was used as
the optical quality metric.33 The MTF is the magni-
tude of an optical transfer function that is defined by
the Fourier transform of the incoherent PSF obtained
from the Fourier transform of the generalized pupil
describing an evaluated system.34 The SRMTF was
calculated as the integration of the MTF provided by
the evaluated element normalized by the integration of
the MTF provided by a diffraction-limited system.

SRMTF =
∫∫ +∞

−∞ MTF
(
fx, fy

)
d fxd fy∫∫ +∞

−∞ MTFD−L
(
fx, fy

)
d fxd fy

. (4)

Computational simulationswere performed for LSL
profiles with a pupil diameter of 4.10 mm. This
pupil diameter was based on the corresponding values
used in the objective and subjective experiments.
Generalized pupils corresponding to a monofocal

system and conventional and modified LSL profiles
were designed to build SRMTF through-focus curves.
The tested defocus (object vergence) range was [−4.0,
0.0] D in steps of 0.5 D. Calculations were carried out
on a square matrix of size 8192 × 8192 pixels with a
sufficiently small sampling of 1.22 μm per pixel.

Optical Bench Experiments

Objective and subjective experiments were
performed using a monocular visual simulator
(MVS).35 The experimental system is shown in
Figure 2. The MVS was a combination of the follow-
ing optical elements: an imaging lens (IL), a spatial
light modulator (Pluto-SLM), a Hartmann–Shack
wavefront sensor (HSS: complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor camera with resolution of 1024 × 1280
pixels and 200-μm microlens pitch with 7-mm focal
length; Flexible OKO Optical, Rijswijk, The Nether-
lands), and an artificial pupil (AP). Pluto-SLM was a
reflective liquid-crystal-on-silicon spatial light modula-
tor (phase-only, PLUTO-NIR;Holoeye Photonics AG,
Berlin, Germany) with full high-definition resolution
and a pixel pitch of 8.00 μm. These elements were
located in different conjugated planes through differ-
ent afocal systems consisting of achromatic doublet
pairs. The MVS measured different visual quality
parameters using a polychromatic stimulus pathway
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Figure 2. MVS setup. Laser: 532-nmwavelength; spatial filter: microscope objective and pinhole. AP, artificial pupil; BLS, Badal lens system;
BS, beam splitter; CAM, charge-coupled-device (CCD) Sony camera; COM, computer; CRT, cathode-ray tube computer; HM, hot mirror; HSS,
Hartmann–Shack wavefront sensor; IL, imaging lens; L, lens; LD, laser diode; LP, linear polarizer; M, mirror; Pluto-SLM, PLUTO-NIR spatial light
modulator; Pup-Cam, pupil camera.

(blue line). Stimuli were generated in two manners:
with a cathode-ray tube (CRT) monitor with a resolu-
tion of 192 pixels per degree located 2.52 m behind
the AP or using translucent targets located at the focal
plane of a collimating lens (L9) with a focal length of
75.00 cm placed extremely close to the AP. The AP was
the entrance pupil of the system, which determined the
effective pupil size of the system and the appropriate
illumination of the optical elements located at each
conjugated plane.

The MVS measured the ocular aberrations using
the HSS and a laser diode (980-nm wavelength, black
line in Figure 2; 60-μW maximum power on the IL
and patient’s pupil plane). Lenses L2 and L3 with a
focal length of 15.00 cm and mirrors M2–M5 created a
Badal lens system (BLS) that induced a desired object
vergence in a range of −5.0 to +5.0 D. The BLS
also maintained the same angular size of the images
projected on the CRT monitor. The IL was an achro-
matic doublet lens with a focal length of 7.50 cm, and
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it was located at a distance of 15.00 cm from lens L2.
CAM was a charge-coupled device (CCD) monochro-
matic Sony camera (model XCL-U1000) with a resolu-
tion of 1598× 1199 pixels, pixel pitch of 4.40 μm, and
bit depth of 16.

The MVS had a total magnification of 0.75× (in
the direction from the IL to the CRTmonitor) because
achromatic lenses L5 and L6 had focal lengths of
20.00 cm and 15.00 cm, respectively. Additionally, the
afocal system, comprising achromatic lenses L7 and
L8, had a magnification of 1× because they had the
same focal length (20.00 cm). The AP was a physical
circular pupil with diameter of 3.06 mm, which corre-
sponded to a diameter of 4.08 mm at the patient’s pupil
plane owing to the magnification of the system. The
LSL phase profiles shown in Figure 1 were projected on
Pluto-SLM with a diameter of 4.54 mm for obtaining
a size of 6.00 mm on the IL (or patient’s pupil) plane.
The radially modified LSL profiles had windows with
diameters of 1.50 mm (α = 0.25), 1.80 mm (α = 0.30),
2.16 mm (α = 0.36), and 2.40 mm (α = 0.40) on the
patient’s pupil plane. The LSL profiles were emulated
as contact lenses because Pluto-SLM was located at a
conjugated plane of theMVS entrance pupil. The laser
and the remaining optical elements shown in Figure 2
were used for the alignment and calibration of the
setup.

The imaging with the single IL and with the
combined system of the IL and the projection of the
nine LSL phase profiles (including the conventional
profile) on Pluto-SLM was studied. Two targets were
used in the objective experiments. The first was a black
Snellen optotype “E” inside a white circle, as shown in
Figure 2. The image of this target had an angular size
of 3.15° on the CCD camera measured from the IL
plane, while the width of a bar of the Snellen optotype
had an angular size of 0.29° measured from the same
plane. The second was a US Air Force resolution test
(USAF test) with groups of bars corresponding to
different spatial frequencies on the image plane. Both
targets were located at the focal plane of collimating
lens L9, and they were back-illuminated with auxiliary
polychromatic light (white LEDs), which is not shown
in Figure 2.

Two metrics derived from output images were used.
The first was the calculation of the correlation coeffi-
cient (CC), which was defined as follows36:

CC =
∑

m
∑

n
(
Amn − Ā

) (
Imn − Ī

)
√(∑

m
∑

n
(
Amn − Ā

)2) (∑
m

∑
n
(
Imn − Ī

)2) ,

(5)

where Ᾱ and Ī are the average pixel values of the images
to be correlated, and Amn and Imn are the image values
at pixel coordinates (m, n). Image I corresponds to a
reference image, while A corresponds to the output
images of the Snellen optotype to be compared.

The images obtained by the IL adjusted to infin-
ity, by the conventional LSL, and by the modified
LSL profiles were recorded by CAM. CC through-
focus curves were built in a range of object vergences
of [−4.0, 0.0] D in steps of 1.0 D. The images to be
correlated corresponded to the target of the Snellen
optotype. The reference image was obtained with the
monofocal IL adjusted at infinity for an object vergence
of 0.0 D and without any profile projected on Pluto-
SLM. All images of the optotype were centered before
the calculation of the CC.

The second metric used for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the modified LSL profiles was the Michel-
son contrast (MC), which is defined by Equation 6.34
The MC was calculated from the output images of
the USAF test recorded by CAM. The set of bars
selected on the USAF images corresponded to a spatial
frequency of 7.5 lines/mm on the CCD camera plane.
MC through-focus curves were built for the monofo-
cal system (without any profile projected on Pluto-
SLM) and for the nine studied LSL profiles. The object
vergence range was the same as that tested in the previ-
ous metric. The MC is defined as follows:

MC = Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin
, (6)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum
pixel values of an image, respectively.

The quality of imaging was examined based on the
proposed objective metrics by utilizing the modified
phase profiles of the LSL. This objective study enabled
us to determine the most useful LSL profiles to be
tested in the subjective experiments described below.

Psychophysical Experiments

VA and CS were measured in six patients with
paralyzed accommodation. The patient’s pupil was
located in the IL plane using the pupil camera shown in
Figure 2. VA and CS were measured for the naked eye
and for the eye compensated by the phase profile of the
conventional LSL and by three modified LSL profiles:
two corresponding to angular modification (aLSLwith
β = 45° and 90°) and one with radial modification
(rLSL with α = 0.36). These profiles were selected
because they exhibited better performance in the objec-
tive experiments (see Results section). The six patients
were aged between 24 and 39 years, with a mean age of
29± 6 years. The patients had healthy eyes without any
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previous ocular surgery. Exclusion criteria consisted of
patients with an astigmatism magnitude of over 0.5 D.
Accommodation was paralyzed with two drops of 1%
tropicamide ophthalmic solution to induce an accom-
modative amplitude similar to that of an old presby-
opic eye. VA and CSwere measuredmonocularly in the
dominant eye of the patients, which was determined
using the hole-in-the-card test. The nondominant eye
was occludedwith a patch. The pupil size of all patients
was larger than 6.80 mm, which implies that the AP
was the only element that limited the light entering the
eye. Informed consent was obtained from the patients
after explaining the nature and possible consequences
of the study. The study was approved by the Bioethics
Committee of the University Research Center (Sede
de Investigación Universitaria) from the University
of Antioquia, Medellín, Colombia. The measurement
protocols followed the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki.37

It was possible to measure the ocular aberrations of
the patients using the HSS and LD. Additionally, the
subjective refraction of the patients was corrected by
the BLS. The ocular aberration measurements quanti-
fied the average astigmatism (−0.4 ± 0.2 D) in a range
of [−0.5, −0.1] D and determined that the limit of the
exclusion criterion of –0.5 D was not exceeded. Astig-
matism and high-order aberrations were not corrected.
The average refraction was −0.5 ± 1.3 D in a range
of [−2.7, 0.4] D. The average root mean square of the
high-order aberration (until fifth order) was 0.10± 0.02
μm based on a pupil diameter of 6.00 mm. The average
best-corrected distance visual acuity (BCDVA) was
−0.06 ± 0.02 in a range of −0.10 to −0.04 presented
in the logMAR scale.

The measurement protocol started with the deter-
mination of the dominant eye, the application of the
first drop of 1% tropicamide ophthalmic solution, and
the alignment of the patient’s pupil with the optical
axis of the MVS. A bite bar was used to maintain
the alignment of the patient’s eye. After the align-
ment, the second drop of the ophthalmic solution was
applied. Then, the best focus (subjective refraction) was
obtained using the BLS. The best focus corresponded
to the 0.0-D defocus of the patient. Ocular aberra-
tions were measured at this BLS position. First, VA
and CS were measured for the naked eye (no compen-
sated eye) using the CRT computer monitor and the
Freiburg Vision Test software (FrACT).38 Each VA
value was the average of two series of measurements
performed using FrACT, consisting of 30 projections
of tumbling Snellen optotype “E” with different sizes
and orientations. The CS value was the average of
two series of measurements performed using FrACT,
consisting of 30 projections of Landolt optotype “C”

with a constant angular size of 50 arcminutes and a gap
of 10 arcminutes on a patient’s pupil plane but with
variation in the contrast level and orientation. This
method was similar to the Pelli–Robson contrast sensi-
tivity test, which is commonly used for the rapid deter-
mination of CS.39 The average output luminance of
the CRT monitor was 126 cd/m2. The evaluated object
vergences were {−4.0, −3.0, −2.0, −1.0, −0.5, 0.0} D.
After the measurements for the naked eye, the conven-
tional LSL and the three modified phase profiles of
the LSL were projected on Pluto-SLM, and VA and
CS were measured. Measurements were performed in
two sessions corresponding toVA andCS. Each session
required two hours after the application of the second
drop of ophthalmic solution. After the first hour in
each session, the third drop of ophthalmic solution was
applied, and the patients rested for 10 minutes. The
sessions for measuring VA and CS were conducted on
different days.

Results

Computational Simulations and Optical
Bench Experiments

Figure 3 shows the simulated SRMTF through-
focus curves obtained with the different phase profiles
of the LSL. The black line corresponds to a monofocal
system, while the blue line corresponds to the conven-
tional LSL phase profile. Both SRMTF through-focus
curves are shownwith themodified LSL profiles for the
purpose of comparison.

From Figure 3, the decrease in the SRMTF with
the magnitude of the object vergence in the monofo-
cal system is noticeable, which is the expected behav-
ior for a fixed-focus system. The maximum value of the
SRMTF was equal to 1 at 0.0 D, and it decreased until
a value of 0.006 at –4.0 D. The blue curve shows the
behavior of the SRMTF obtained by the conventional
LSL. As it was anticipated, there were lower SRMTF
values at the upper and lower ends of the designed
optical power range (–3.0 and 0.0 D). The SRMTF had
a value of 0.122 at 0.0 D with its maximum equal to
0.264 at –1.5 D.

The results shown in Figure 3a correspond to the
SRMTF through-focus curves obtained by the aLSL
profiles. It is clear that, for these modified LSL profiles,
the SRMTF presented higher values at 0.0 D than that
obtained by the conventional LSL.Additionally, for the
rest of the optical powers of the designed range, the
aLSL profiles kept the feature of providing an EDOF
but with lower SRMTF values than those obtained for
the conventional LSL. The SRMTF values determined
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Simulated SRMTF though-focus curves computed in a
monofocal system, using a conventional LSL profile. (a) aLSL profiles
withβ =90°, 60°, 45°, and30° and (b) rLSLprofileswithα =0.40, 0.36,
0.30, and 0.25. The black line (monofocal system) had a maximum
value equal to 1 at 0.0 D.

at 0.0 Dwere equal to 0.322, 0.251, 0.219, and 0.185 for
angular sizes of 90°, 60°, 45°, and 30°, respectively.

On the other hand, Figure 3b shows the SRMTF
through-focus curves corresponding to the modified
LSL with radial windows. At 0.0 D, similar to
the angular case, it is possible to observe SRMTF
values increasing with dimensions of the windows. For
windows corresponding to α equal to 0.40, 0.36, 0.30,
and 0.25, SRMTF values of 0.207, 0.179, 0.142, and
0.119, respectively, were obtained. Additionally, the
rest of the SRMTF values in the designed range were
approximately constant but smaller than the values
provided by the conventional LSL profile.

From a comparison of Figures 3a and 3b, a differ-
ence between the SRMTF curves corresponding to the
aLSL and rLSL profiles can be seen. Generally, aLSL
profiles generate higher SRMTF values in the designed
range [–3.0, 0.0] D. Thus, numerical simulations based

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Experimental CC through-focus curves obtained from
output images of the Snellen optotype formed by a single monofo-
cal IL, by a conventional LSL profile and (a) by aLSL profiles with β =
90°, 60°, 45°, and 30° and (b) by rLSL profiles with α = 0.40, 0.36, 0.30,
and 0.25.

on the SRMTF metric suggest that aLSL profiles have
an advantage over rLSL profiles.

Continuing with the evaluation of the optimization
process of the LSL profiles, Figure 4 shows the CC
through-focus curves computed from the experimental
output images of the Snellen target. Figures 4a and 4b
correspond to the curves obtained by the aLSL and
rLSL profiles, respectively.

From Figure 4, the expected behavior of the CC
values provided by the single monofocal IL adjusted
to infinity (black line) can be seen. The maximum
CC value was 1 at 0.0 D, with a progressive decrease
when the magnitude of the object vergence became
larger, reaching a CC value of 0.721 at –4.0 D.
The blue line corresponds to the CC through-focus
curve provided by the conventional LSL profile, which
shows a tendency similar to that obtained in the
SRMTF case with CC = 0.917 at 0.0 D.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Experimental MC through-focus curves from output
images of the USAF test imaged by a single monofocal IL, by the
conventional LSL profile and by (a) aLSL profiles with β = 90°, 60°,
45°, and 30° and (b) rLSL profiles with α = 0.40, 0.36, 0.30, and 0.25.

Figure 4 shows that all modified profiles improve
CC at 0.0 D compared to the conventional LSL.
Particularly, the angular modification results in CC
values of 0.941, 0.932, 0.930, and 0.925 for β = 90°,
60°, 45°, and 30°, respectively (Fig. 4a). The radial
modification provides similar CC values equal to 0.953,
0.945, 0.932, and 0.923 for α = 0.40, 0.36, 0.40, and
0.25, respectively (Fig. 4b). Moreover, in the object
vergence range [–4.0, –1.0] D for both modulations,
values slightly smaller than those provided by the
conventional LSL are noticeable.

The experimentally obtained CC through-focus
curves shown in Figure 4 confirm the computational
simulations (Fig. 3), particularly in the trends of the
curves and the improved performance at 0.0 D.

The final objective experimental assessment of the
imaging provided by the modified LSL profiles was
made by measuring the MC of the USAF test images.
The results are shown in Figure 5.

In Figures 5a and 5b, the black line denotes the MC
through-focus curve obtained by the single monofocal
IL, which has a maximum value of 0.705 at 0.0 D and a
decreasing behavior until the lowest MC value of 0.034
at –4.0 D. The blue line indicates the MC through-
focus curve obtained by the conventional LSL profile.
In general, it exhibits the same tendency as the CC and
the SRMTF curves obtained for the conventional LSL
profile.

MC through-focus curves for the aLSL profiles are
shown in Figure 5a. The curves indicate higher MC
values at 0.0 D (0.231, 0.164, 0.136, and 0.113, respec-
tively) than the conventional LSL in the same object
vergence (0.108). Figure 5b shows the MC through-
focus curves obtained by the rLSL profiles. As in the
angular case, there were highMCvalues at 0.0D result-
ing in the following values: 0.219, 0.196, 0.160, and
0.135.

In the object vergence range [–3.0, –1.0], the aLSLs
provide slightly lower MC values than the conven-
tional LSL. On the other hand, these values are gener-
ally higher than the respective ones corresponding to
rLSLs.

From the results of computational simulations
and objective evaluation described above, three LSL
profiles were chosen to perform the psychophysical
measurements, namely, two aLSL profiles with β = 90°
and 45° and one rLSL profile with α = 0.36. These
profiles exhibited better performance across the previ-
ous assessments, with a clear improvement at 0.0 D and
providing an EDOF in the rest of optical power within
the range [–3.0, –0.5] D. The aLSL profile with β =
90° was selected because of its highest values at 0.0 D
obtained by the SRMTF and MC metrics, while the
profiles with β = 45° and α = 0.36 were chosen because
their performance at 0.0 D was better than that of the
conventional LSL profile without overly compromising
their performance in the range [–3.0, –0.5] D.

Psychophysical Results

To evaluate the performance of the modified LSL
profiles to correct presbyopia in real patients, the VA
and CS were measured by compensating a naked
presbyopic eye with the proposed modified LSL
profiles. The average VA through-focus curves obtained
from the six patients are shown in Figure 6.

The black line shows the typical behavior of the VA
for a distance-corrected naked eye with low accom-
modative amplitude, consisting of the best VA value
obtained at 0.0 D and a monotone worsening when
object vergence is induced. In a logMAR scale, the
average BCDVA was −0.06 ± 0.02 and the worst VA
value was 0.76 ± 0.13 obtained at −4.0 D. This worst
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Figure 6. Average VA through-focus curves obtained for the naked
eye (black line), the eye compensatedby the conventional LSLprofile
(blue line), the aLSL profileswithβ = 90° (red line),β = 45° (magenta
line), and by the rLSL profile with α = 0.36 (green line). The VA is
presented in an inverted logMAR scale. The error bars represent one
standard deviation (±1.0 SD) of the VA values obtained for the six
patients in each object vergence.

VA value represents 16% of BCDVA (this and the next
percentual comparations are calculated in a normalized
decimal scale).

The blue line represents the average VA through-
focus curve for the eye compensated by the
conventional LSL profile. The EDOF provided by
the LSL is noticeable, with better VA values than those
obtained with the naked eye in the range of [–4.0, –1.0]
D. At –0.5 D, the same VA value as that found for
the naked eye was obtained, and finally at 0.0 D, the
decreasing of VA was found.29 The average VA value
at 0.0 D was 0.19 ± 0.04, while the average VA value
was 0.08 ± 0.04 calculated in the remaining object
vergences in the designed optical power range, that is,
in the range [–3.0, –0.5] D. These VA values correspond
to 57% and 74% of BCDVA, respectively.

The red and magenta lines represent the VA
through-focus curves obtained for the aLSL profiles
with β = 90° and β = 45°, respectively. In both cases,
there were higher VA values at 0.0 D with respect to
that obtained for the conventional LSL profile. Accord-
ing to the previous results of computational simula-
tions and optical bench experiments, there were lower
average VA values in the range [–3.0, –1.0] D, while
at –0.5 D, all curves matched. The VA curves corre-
sponding to both aLSL profiles were similar. The mean
VA values at 0.0 D were 0.09 ± 0.06 and 0.11 ± 0.05
for profiles with β = 90° and β = 45°, which repre-
sent 72% and 68% of BCDVA, respectively. Addition-
ally, the average VA values calculated across the object
vergence range [–3.0, –0.5] D were 0.12 ± 0.03 and

Figure 7. Average CS through-focus curves obtained for the naked
eye (black line), the eye compensatedby the conventional LSLprofile
(blue line), by the aLSL profiles with β = 90° (red line), β = 45°
(magenta line), and by the rLSL profile with α = 0.36 (green line).The
error bars represent one standard deviation (±1.0 SD) of the CS
values obtained for the six patients in each object vergence.

0.12± 0.05 for β = 90° and β = 45°, respectively, repre-
senting 69% of BCDVA.

Finally, the green line represents the average VA
through-focus curve obtained for the rLSL profile with
α = 0.36. As well as for the aLSL profiles, the central
radial window provided a higher VA value at 0.0 D
than that of the conventional LSL profile. This VA
value equal to 0.03 ± 0.02 represents 82% of BCDVA,
and it was also better than those obtained with the
aLSL profiles. Figure 6 confirms the conclusions from
computational simulations and objective experiments
that the performance of the radial profiles is worse than
that of the angular ones in the object vergence range
[–4.0, –1.0] D. The average VA value calculated across
the object vergence range [–3.0, –0.5] D was 0.20 ±
0.08, corresponding to 57% of the BCDVA.

According to Figure 6, all modified elements present
a remarkable advantage for distance vision over the
conventional LSL profile. The elements improve VA by
approximately 25% at 0.0 D with a moderate average
drop of the VA values in the object vergence range
[–3.0, –0.5] D.

The last assessment of the modified LSL profiles
(Fig. 7) shows the average CS through-focus curves in
a logarithmic scale, measured for the naked eyes, and
the eyes compensated by the LSLs.

The black line represents the CS measurements
obtained for the naked eye. CS clearly decreases with
the magnitude of the induced object vergence. The
highest CS value was 1.59 ± 0.09 at 0.0 D, while
the lowest CS value was 0.5 ± 0.2 at –4.0 D. That
is, 9% of the CS value was obtained at 0.0 D (in a
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normalized decimal scale). On the other hand, the
blue line corresponds to the CS through-focus curve
provided by the conventional LSL profile. As in the
cases of previously evaluated metrics, the EDOF is
clear in the object vergence range [–3.0, 0.0] D, with a
small decrease in CS at –3.0 and 0.0 D. The CS value
at 0.0 D was 1.13 ± 0.12, while the average CS value
calculated across the object vergence range [–3.0, –0.5]
Dwas 1.34± 0.09. These values represent 35%and 58%
of the CS value obtained for the naked eye at 0.0 D.

The effect of the modified LSL profiles over the CS
is depicted by the red, magenta, and green curves. The
red line represents the CS through-focus curve gener-
ated by the aLSL profile with β = 90°. This curve
depicts the highest CS value among all the tested LSL
profiles at 0.0 D. It also exhibits a small decrease in the
CS values in the optical power range of [–4.0, –1.0] D
with respect to the conventional LSL profile. The mean
CS value at 0.0 D was 1.32 ± 0.10, and the average
CS value calculated across the object vergence range
[–3.0, –0.5] D was 1.32 ± 0.06. These CS values repre-
sent 54% of the CS value corresponding to that of
the naked eye at 0.0 D. The aLSL profile with β =
45° generated a similar CS through-focus curve repre-
sented by the magenta line. The mean CS value at 0.0
D was 1.26 ± 0.08, and an average value of CS calcu-
lated across the object vergence range [–3.0, –0.5] D
was equal to 1.33 ± 0.05. These values represent 46%
and 56% of the CS value, respectively, for the naked
eye at 0.0 D. Finally, the green line denotes the CS
through-focus curve corresponding to the rLSL profile.
A flatter shape of the curve can be seen, with small
variations in the designed object vergence range [–3.0,
0.0] D. The mean CS value at 0.0 D was the same as
that obtained for the aLSL profile with β = 45° (1.26±
0.05). Additionally, an average CS value of 1.28 ± 0.02
was calculated across the rest of the designed optical
power range [–3.0, –0.5] D. These values represent 46%
and the 49% of the CS value obtained for the distance-
corrected naked eye.

Discussion

Computational simulations and optical bench
experiments demonstrated the proper functionality
of the proposed modifications of the LSL profiles.
First, there was an improvement in the distant
imaging performed by all the modified LSL profiles.
This improvement generally increased with sizes of
the windows designed for distance vision. Second, the
proposed modifications did not affect the performance
of the LSL considerably, conserving EDOF in the

Table. One-Way ANOVA from Results of Figures 6
and 7a

Correction Condition P Value for VA P Value for CS

Naked eye 7.149 × 10−16 4.097 × 10−24

Conventional LSL 5.400 × 10−6 1.552 × 10−5

aLSL with β = 90° 0.3587 0.0975
aLSL with β = 45° 0.1095 0.0378
rLSL with α = 0.36 2.086 × 10−12 0.7638

aThe test allows the comparison of each mean VA value
(and mean CS values) obtained in the object vergence range
[–3.0, 0.0] D, as it is providedby each correction condition. The
significance level was 0.05.

designed range of the optical power. Finally, it was
found that, in the object vergence range [–4.0, –1.0]
D, corresponding to near and intermediate vision, the
modified LSL profiles exhibited substantial advantages
over the monofocal system, regardless of the evaluated
objective metrics. Thus, the modified LSL profiles are
apparently useful for presbyopia compensation, as it
was reported for the conventional LSL profile.29,30

According to Figures 6 and 7, the subjective
psychophysical experiments confirm the features
described above. Some small differences between the
computational simulations and optical bench exper-
iments occurred due to the use of different metrics.
While SRMTF through-focus curves were obtained
from the numerically simulated PSF, the CC and MC
through-focus curves were computed from experimen-
tal output images. We obtained a good match between
trends of the curves predicted by the objective metrics
and the psychophysical measurements.

To compare the ability of the proposed modified
LSL profiles for presbyopia compensation, a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and pairwise compari-
son using a Tukey-Kramer test with a significance level
of 0.05 (5%) were performed on the psychophysical
results.

Initially, we applied the one-way ANOVA test
to each VA and CS through-focus curve shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Table shows the P values obtained in
each case.

First, we carried out the one-way ANOVA for
analyzing VA. For the naked eye, a P value of 7.149 ×
10−16 was found, confirming our expectation that
the VA values obtained in the range [–3.0, 0.0] D
were statistically different. The P value 5.400 × 10−6

obtained for the VA curve of the conventional LSL
profile indicated that the VA values were also statisti-
cally different. Particularly, with a post hoc pairwise
analysis, it was found that the VA values at 0.0 and
–0.5 D had significant differences with the other VA
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values of other object vergence values, supported
in P values lower than 0.0432. On the other hand,
P values of 0.3587 and 0.1095 obtained for the VA
values provided by the aLSL profiles with β = 90°
and β = 45°, respectively, imply that the measured VA
values were not statistically different in the evaluated
object vergence range, which coincides properly with
the red and magenta curves in Figure 6. Finally, the
P value 2.086 × 10−12 indicates that the rLSL profile
generates at least one mean VA value being substan-
tially different from the other VA values. Accord-
ing to the pairwise analysis, these different VA values
were found at 0.0 and –0.5 D, leading to P values
lower than 0.0010 when they were compared with
the other VA values. This finding is well illustrated
in Figure 6.

The third column of Table shows the P values
obtained from the CS curves shown in Figure 7. For the
naked eye, a P value of 4.097 × 10−24 confirms statis-
tically significant differences between all measured CS
values. The analysis of the conventional LSL profile
leads to the P value of 1.552 × 10−5 and to a similar
conclusion. The P value obtained for the aLSL with
β = 90° was 0.0975, which indicates that there were
no significant differences in the total object vergence
range. A P value equal to 0.0378 was obtained for
the aLSL with β = 45°. Although in this case, the
P value of the one-way ANOVA test indicated statisti-
cally significant differences, a pairwise analysis showed
that there were no significant differences among all
measured mean CS values. The pairwise P values
from all possible comparisons were higher than 0.0684.
Finally, the P value of 0.7638 confirms the flat shape
of the CS through-focus curve provided by the rLSL in
Figure 7.

The presented results of the one-way ANOVA test
and pairwise comparison confirm EDOF properties
of the modified LSL profiles, including near, interme-
diate, and distance vision. This result contrasts with
the findings for the conventional LSL profile, where
distance vision is clearly impaired.

An additional comparison with the pairwise
methodology was made. In this case, either the mean
VA or CS values obtained at each object vergence for
all evaluated profiles were compared. This comparison
is important, especially for distance vision correspond-
ing to an object vergence of 0.0 D, where we expect the
differences and improvements of the psychophysical
metrics.

The obtained results show that, in the range
[–4.0, 0.0] D, the VA values obtained for the naked eye
were generally statistically different from those gener-
ated by all the LSL profiles, with P values lower than
0.0131. The exceptions were obtained at –0.5 D, as

at this particular object vergence, all the VA values
sufficiently coincided (P values larger than 0.6359) at
–1.0 D, where there was a significant difference only
with respect to the conventional LSL, expressed by a
P value of 0.0039.

The pairwise analysis also revealed that, in the object
vergence range [–4.0, –0.5] D, the VA values provided
by all the LSL profiles did not show significant differ-
ences, withP values larger than 0.0529. The only excep-
tion is the rLSL showing some differences with the
other profiles at the object vergence values of –2.0 and
–1.0 D, providing P values lower than 0.0114.

Similar analysis was made for the CS though-
focus curves. At almost all object vergence values in
the range [–4.0, 0.0] D, the CS values obtained for
the naked eye were statistically different from those
obtained with the LSL profiles, with P values lower
than 0.0045. Exceptions were found at –1.0 D, where
all CS values sufficiently matched (P values larger than
0.0543), and at –0.5 D, where there were differences
only with themodified LSL profiles (P value lower than
0.0412).

The analysis also revealed that, in the object
vergence range [–4.0, –0.5], there are no substantial
differences among all analyzed LSLs.

What is particularly important in the case of the
object vergence 0.0 D connected with distance vision
is that the test showed significant differences between
measured VA and CS after using the modified LSL
profiles instead of the conventional LSL profile. The
P values were lower than 0.0028 and 0.0348 for the VA
and CS results, respectively.

The above statistical comparison illustrates substan-
tial changes in presbyopic vision after correction by
the LSL profiles. The obtained results confirm the
noticeable improvement in distance vision by the
modified elements compared to the conventional LSL.
Moreover, according to our analysis of VA and CS,
generally there are no significant differences between
correction performed by all LSLs in the object vergence
range [–4.0, –0.5] D. The only evident exception is VA
reduced by the radial profile at the object vergence
values of –2.0 and –1.0 D. This slight difference in
the rLSL performance coincides well with the objec-
tive predictions of the computational simulations and
optical bench experiments. Despite the above disadvan-
tage of the rLSL, our findings show the usefulness of
the modified LSLs. Substitution of the conventional
LSL bymodified profiles leads to more uniform EDOF
performance. The distance vision is clearly enhanced
without noticeable declination of near and intermedi-
ate vision.

According to available references, Figure 8
compares the VA through-focus curves provided by
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Figure 8. Average VA through-focus curves obtained by different
methods for correcting presbyopia.

the analyzed LSLs and by other corrections of presby-
opia. We analyzed the following correctors: a contact
lens, Air Optix Aqua Multifocal with high addition
(Alcon, Dallas, TX)40; a center-near Proclear multifo-
cal contact lens (Coopervision, Pleasanton, CA)41; the
simulated compensation by the conventional monovi-
sion (binocular simulator)42; an intraocular lens (IOL),
diffractive trifocal IOL FineVision (PhysIOL, Liège,
Belgium)43; and a diffractive trifocal IOL, AT Lisa
tri 839MP (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Oberkochen,
Germany).44

Figure 8 shows the serious drawback of the conven-
tional LSL reducing distance vision quality. Although
the advantage of the conventional LSL for near and
intermediate vision over almost all other approaches
is clear, it exhibits poorer performance for distance
vision. On the other hand, the aLSL and rLSL profiles
considerably improve distance vision, keeping similar
quality of near and intermediate vision. For 0.0 D, the
conventional LSL profile results in a drop of 2.4 lines
of acuity compared with that for the naked eye; the
aLSL and rLSL cause a loss of only 1.5 and 0.9 lines of
acuity, respectively. Differences between the aLSL and
other solutions at 0.0 D are following: the aLSL causes
a maximum difference of 1.5 lines of acuity compared
to AT Lisa tri 839MP IOL (cyan line) and a minimum
difference of 0.2 lines compared to the IOL FineVision
(yellow line). Similarly, the rLSL causes a maximum
difference of 0.9 lines of acuity with respect to AT Lisa
tri 839MP IOL, and it exhibits better performance than
the IOL FineVision with 0.4 lines of acuity over it.
The rest of the compared corrector elements showed an
average advantage of 1.0 and 0.5 lines of acuity over the

VA provided at 0.0 D by the aLSL and rLSL, respec-
tively.

Data available in the literature also permit a
comparison of CS provided in distance and near vision
by the analyzed LSLs and two different contact lenses
designed for presbyopia correctors. It is possible to
see that the Acuvue Oasys contact lenses for presby-
opia (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ),45
PureVision multifocal contact lenses (Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester, NY),45,46 and the modified LSL profiles
generate comparable CS values.

The presented comparisons of the LSLs with
commercially available correctors confirm the useful-
ness of the modified profiles for presbyopia correc-
tion. Particularly, the proposed LSL modifications
improve distance vision, while a substantial range of
EDOF is maintained. It must be noted that the curves
and the values corresponding to commercial solutions
(Fig. 8) were obtained with elements tested binocu-
larly. It is known that, in general, binocular measure-
ments provide better values than monocular ones. This
means that the VA and CS values obtained for the
LSLs should be higher if binocular experiments are
conducted.

On the other hand, the performance of the rLSL
depends on the pupil size. Thus, aLSL exhibits an
advantage over rLSL because the applied angular
window maintains the independence of geometry
focusing from the pupil size.31,32 However, rLSL
compensates this drawback with a better performance
for distance vision than aLSL.

The present study confirms the abilities of the
modified LSL for presbyopia correction. Proposed
modifications substantially enhance distance vision,
which becomes comparable with near and intermedi-
ate vision. Although the obtained results appear very
promising, the practical applications of the modified
elements as contact lenses or particularly as intraocular
lenses require further investigations. Notably, binocu-
lar measurements should be made to obtain additional
general knowledge about the abilities and advantages
of the modified LSL profiles for ophthalmic appli-
cations, particularly for presbyopia compensation. In
this sense, it is important to simulate several correc-
tion conditions using the strategy of modified monovi-
sion, which could contribute to the better perfor-
mance of the LSL profiles at 0.0 D and a smaller
decrease in their performance for the rest of the
optical powers. Also, experiments in different condi-
tions should be carried out, such as evaluation of the
visual outcomes in mesopic and scotopic illumination
to assess the response of the LSL profiles in night
conditions. Furthermore, experiments for low-contrast
visual acuity assessments, stereopsis study, and so on
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should be considered. Additionally, from this prelim-
inary conceptual knowledge about the properness of
the modified LSL profiles as elements that compen-
sate for presbyopia, it is necessary to develop similar
experiments with real people with presbyopia. In
people with presbyopia, other features must be
evaluated to understand the interaction between the
modified LSL profiles and other conditions of the
visual system, such as the senile miosis and the disper-
sion of light by the ocular media.

Finally, the relation between the optical aberra-
tions and the phase profile of the LSL has remark-
able importance. It is known that the optimal orien-
tation of asymmetric multifocal profiles as those with
angularly segmented zones is influenced by the ocular
aberration.22 In a recent work, it was found that the
optimal orientation of the profile and the coma and
spherical aberrations have a beneficial influence on the
monocular and binocular performance of multifocal
elements. Similarly, the behavior of the asymmetric
profile of the LSL is expected to be affected by the
orientation of the angular windows and aberrations of
the patient’s eye. This can be useful in improving the
performance of the LSL.However, in the present work,
we did not correct ocular aberrations and located the
angular windows of the aLSL with a defined orien-
tation. Therefore, additional work must be conducted
to control the orientation of the angular windows
of the aLSL, which would improve its performance
for presbyopia correction. This study should be the
next step in the optimization procedure, where typical
aberrations of real people with presbyopia can be used,
and a complete study on the relations between optical
aberrations and LSL phase profile can be established,
using a methodology similar to the one proposed by de
Gracia and Hartwig.22

Conclusions

In this work, we proposed and evaluated differ-
ent modifications of the LSL, enhancing its ability
for presbyopia compensation. Computational simula-
tions, optical bench experiments, and psychophysical
measurements demonstrated that the proposed modifi-
cations provide a significant improvement in objec-
tive distant imaging and presbyopia compensation at
distance vision. The subjective experiments confirmed
the results of objectivemetrics as the Strehl ratio, corre-
lation coefficient, and Michelson contrast. Accord-
ing to the performed psychophysical tests, the visual
acuity and the contrast sensitivity obtained via the
modified LSLs do not vary substantially; that is, the

modified profiles lead to amore uniformEDOFperfor-
mance. Therefore, the radial and angular modifications
maintain the vision with a large depth of focus, with
distance vision distinctly better than in the case of the
use of the conventional LSL. The presented compar-
isons revealed the slight advantages of the angular
profiles over the radial ones, as the aLSLs provide
better intermediate and near vision. Moreover, the
aLSL profiles are less sensitive to changes in pupil
size.32 Despite these differences, the comparisons of the
modified LSL with commercially available presbyopia
correctors show similar quality of vision, resulting in
comparable VA and CS values.

These findings allow us to conclude that the
proposed modified LSLs appear very promising for
presbyopia compensation in the complete range of
functional vision, corresponding to object vergences
from 0.0 to –4.0 D. The modified LSL profiles are also
suitable in applications that require objective imaging
with a very large depth of focus.

However, it is necessary to consider that the present
work is the first conceptual step toward starting a
set of trials, determining the effectiveness of the
modified LSLs for presbyopia correction. It means
that it is necessary to conduct a more complete
study involving real patients with presbyopia, binocular
assessment, modified monovision, and low-luminance
evaluations.
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